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1. Introduction. For any finite group G=(gl, g2,." ", gq), we con-
struct an edge-coloured strongly connected digraph -A(G) with the vertex-
set VA--(g, g2,..., gq) such that for any two vertices u and v of A both
(u, v) and (v, u) are directed edges of A and they are coloured with colours
u-lv and v-u respectively. Then the (colour-preserving) automorphism
group Aut A of z/on Vz/is isomorphic to the regular representation [4] of G
as a permutation group ([5, p. 96, Lemma 3.1]). On the other hand, Frucht
[1] and Sabidussi [2] proved the following" For any finite group G and any
integer k_>_3 there exist infinitely many connected k-regular (undirected)
graphs F in which VF has a disjoint union decomposition VF--__V (q=
GI) such that the automorphism group Aut F of F acts faithfully on the set
{V, V, ..., V} by the natural action and the permutation group derived by
its action is isomorphic to the regular representation of G as a permutation
group.

In this peper we shall extend the bove. Let be an edge-coloured
digraph and C be the set of colours c with which at least one directed edge
of z/ is coloured. We define a uniquely definite positive integer (l) as
follows. For any vertex x of z and c in C let in (X; C) denote the number
of directed edges with colour c having x as head and 2o(x; c) denote the
number of directed edges with colour c having x as tail. We define 2()
max{(x c), o(x c)" x e V, c e C} and () max {2m (l) + 1, 3}. The

purpose of this paper is to prove
Theorem. Let be an edge-coloured wekly connected digraph with

Vl=n. Then for any integer k>_2() there exist infinitely many connected
k-regular (undirected) graphs F in which VF has a disjoint union VF==V such that AutF acts faithfully on the se {V, V,..., V} by the
nutural action and the permutation group derived by its action is isomorphic
to the (colour-preserving) automorphism group Aut l of on V as a per-
mutation group.

2. Preliminaries. Unless stated otherwise, all graphs are finite, un-
directed, simple and loopless. If an edge e joins two vertices u and v, we
write e= [u, v] [v, u]. If Aut F= 1, F is called asymmetric.

Now we introduce notion of the type [1] (a, a, ..., a) (r =re(m-1)/2)
of a vertex v of valency m in graph F. Let u, u, ..., u be the adjacent
vertices of v. We define the number a, (i<]) as follows"

a,=the minimum length of circuits which contain the two edges [u,, v]
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nd [v, u] if there exists such a circuit,
o otherwise.

’s in increasing order, we get the typeBy ranging re(m-1)/2 numbers of a

(al, a2, ..., at) of v, where r m(m-- 1)/2, al <=a<=...
_

ar and {a, a, ...,
={"

We shall make substantial use o methods of Sabidussi [2, 3]" For
graphs F, F, and F we define the product =F by

V( = F) = VF (the cartesian product of the sets VF),
E([] =F)={[(u,u, ..u), (v, v, .., v)]" {i" uv, l<i<h}_ is

one-element set {]} satisfying [u, v] e EFt}.
A graph F is called prime i F is non-trivial and i F A X H implies that A
or H is trivial, where a trivial graph is a vertex-graph. Two graphs F
and F are called relatively prime i F FXH and FF;XH imply that
H is a trivial graph. We say that a connected graph F can be decomposed
into prime actors if there exist connected prime graphs F, F, ..., F satis-
fying F F

We suppose that any digraph has no loops. We denote a directed
edge whose tail is u and whose head is v by (u, v). An edge-coloured digraph
2 is digraph 2 together with a function " E2C which maps E2 into
set C of colours. 0 course any automorphism o an edge-coloured digraph
2 must preserve colours.

Lemma 1. Let u, v be vertices of graphs F, F respectively. Then
the valency of (u, v) in F F is the sum of the wlencies of u and v.

Lemma 2 [2]. If in a connected graph F there is an edge which is not
contained in a 4-cycle, then F is prime.

Proposition I [3]. Let F, F,..., F be connected relatively prime
graphs. Then

Aut( F)[I AutFi=l i=l

Proposition 2 [3]. If a connected graph F has a prime factor decom-
position, then the prime factor decomposition of F is unique up to isomor-
phisms.

Corollary 1. Any connected graph has the unique prime factor decom-
position up to isomorphisms.

The proofs o the ollowing Lemmas 3, 4, 5 and 6 are easy.
Lemma . There is a connected 3-regular asymmetric graph F of

girth 5.
Lemma 4. For any even integer n26 there is a connected 3-regular

asymmetric prime graph F of girth 4 with [VF[=n such that F--e is a con-
nected graph of girth 4 for some edge e of F.

Lemma 5. There exist infinitely many connected 4-regular asymmetric
prime graphs F of girth 4 such that F--e is a connected graph of girth 4

for some edge e of F.
Lemma 6. There exist infinitely many connected 5-regular asymmetric

prime graphs F of girth 4 such that F--e is a connected graph of girth 4
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for some edge e of F.
Proposition :. For any integer m>=3 there exist infinitely mny con-

nected m-regular asymmetric graphs F of girth 4 such that F-e is a con-
nected graph of girth 4 for some edge e of F.

Proof. Let t be n integer with tm (mod 3) and 3<_ t_<5. Let us set
q (m-- t) 3. By Lemmas 4, 5 and 6 there exist non-isomorphic q/ 1 con-
nected asymmetric prime graphs F0, F,..., F of girth 4 such that F0 is
t-regular and F is 3-regular (li<=q) and that Fo-eo is connected graph
of girth 4 or some edge e0 of Fo. Then the product F=F0/’... F is
a connected m-regular graph of girth 4 such that F--e is a connected graph
of girth 4 or sme edge e of F. By Proposition 1 F is asymmetric.

Corollar 2. For any integer m_>_3 there exist infinitely many con-
nected asymmetric graphs F of girth 4 such that lust two vertices of F have
valency m--1 and every other vertex of F has valency m.

Proof. Let F be a connected m-regular asymmetric graph of girth 4
such that F--e is connected graph o girth 4 or sme edge e of F. Since
Aut(F--e) is a subgroup of Aut F, Aut (F--e)=1 holds. Hence by Proposi-
tion 3 we complete the proof.

:o Proof of Theorem. Let A be an edge-coloured weakly connected
digraph with ]Vz]=n and k be any integer with k>__(A). Let E,.E,...,E
be the all orbits [4] of Aut A on E. Obviously two directed edges which
are in the same orbit E have the same colour, but two directed edges which
are in different orbits E and E do not necessarily have different colours.
Now let C={c, c,..., c} be a set of (different) s colours. We paint the
directed edges in E the colour c or convenience (i--1, 2,..., s). We re-
mark that the permutation group Aut on Vz is unchangeable and ,()
does not become larger by the painting. Hence from now on we prove the
theorem on A which has been changed as above.

Let b be a positive integer satisfying 4sk(k-1). For any x e VA we
first define a graph f2 by

Y2x={X" l_i_k}{x" O.<_ib, l]<=k(k--1)}
[{x/ " l <__ ] <__ k(k --1)} (disjoint union),

E2={[x, x]" li]_k} {[x, x0]" l<_i<_k} U{[x, x/]"
O<ib--l_ lj<k(k--1)= (j--1)(k--1)+l<h](k--1)}__
U {[x, x,/ ]"

Then 2= is a connected graph in which the vertices x (2"=1, 2, ..., k(k--1))
have valency 2, the vertices x/ (]=1, 2, ..., k(k--1)) have valency I and
the other vertices have valency k. Let us set

q-- (k(k-- 1)(k-- 2)-t- k(k-- 1)(k 1)-- 2 o. (x c) 2 . (x c)} 2.
i=-1 i=l

By Corollary 2 we have non-isomorphic q graphs A(x,, r) (]=1, 2,..., p;
r=1,2,..., k--2), A(x,+, r) (]=1,2,...,s; r=l, 2,..., (k--1) 2o, (x c)),
A(x,+,r) (]=s+l,s+2, ...,2s; r=l, 2, ...,(k--1)-2,.(x; c_,)) and
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A(x/l,r) (]=2s+1,2s+2, ...,p; r=1,2,..., k-l)
each of which is a connected asymmetric graph A of girth 4 such that just
two vertices of A have valency k-1 and every other vertex of A has valency
k. Let u(x, r) and u’(x, r) (b<_h<=b+l) be the vertices of valency
o A(xhj, r). Next we define a graph//x by

Vll= Vt2 J( V(A(x, r))) (J ( V(A(x/ , r))) (disjoint union),
j,r j,r

Ellx=E2 LJ ( E(A(xb, r))) LJ ( E(A(x/I , r))) LJ {[xj, u(xb, r)], [x
j,r j,r

u’(xj, r)]" l=]<:p, lr_k--2} U([x/l j, u(x+ , r)], [x/ /p,

u’(x+ , r)]" lg]=s, lgr=(k--1)--2out(x c)} LJ {[xo/ , u(x/ ., r)],
u’(x r)]" s+l]<2s, l<r<(k--1)--,i,(x" c_)} LJ {[x/,Xb+l j+p +1 j

u(x/ , r)], [x/l +,, u’(x , r)]" 2s+ lg]<=p,
Then H is a connected graph in which there exists the unique complete
subgraph with k vertices induced by {x,x,...,x} and both vertices x/
and x/ /, have valency k--]o(x c) for ]=1,2,...,s, both vertices x/
and x// have valency k--,,(x; c_) for ]=s+l, s+2, ...,2s and every
other vertex has valency k. By Corollary 2 we may assume that every
(x e Vz/) is asymmetric and for x, y e VI, H is isomorphic to H if and only
if there is an automorphism a of zl with a(x)=y. Moreover we may assume
that if H is isomorphic to H for x, y e VI, then the isomorphism from
to Hv has the correspondence of x/ to y/ (1 <=]<= k(k-1)). Last we de-
fine a graph F by

VF= Vll (disjoint union),
x Vl

EF=( Ell) U {[x/ , y/ /], [x/ +, y/ //,] (x, y) e Ezl,
x Vzl

the colour of (x, y) is c}.
Then F is a connected k-regular graph such that Aut F acts faithfully on
the set {VIle" x e Vzl} by the natural action and the permutation group de-
rived by its action is isomorphic to the automorphism group Aut zl of z/ on
VI as a permutation group by the correspondence of Vll to x (x e Vzl).
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